New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Insidious: Chapter 2 How deep into the darkness will you go to discover the
truth? The terrifying sequel to Insidious follows the haunted Lambert family
as they seek to uncover the mysterious childhood secret that has left them
dangerously connected to the spirit world. They must rely on familiar allies
to exile the demons that follow them and unearth the secret before the evil
continues its deadly rampage. Patrick Wilson, Rose Byrne and Barbara
Hershey reprise their roles in the film directed by James Wan. Sony
Badges of Fury Badges Of Fury: a crime thriller featuring one hell of a
martial arts trio with Jet Li, Collin Chou and Wu Jing in the lead roles. When a
spate of eerie murders erupts across HK two troublemaking cops are
assigned to the case. Young maverick Wang and grizzled vet Huang who is
fed up with his reckless younger partner always landing them in hot water.
Reaching a dead end after discovering all the victims were former
boyfriends of aspiring starlet LIU, the detectives must play a deadly game.
One of them must go undercover as Liu's lover to lure the killer out. Li-Chou
and Wu are three of the finest screen fighters in the world and with Kung Fu
Hustle and Crouching Tiger vet Po Chu Chui in the producer's chair. Well Go
Elysium In a future in which the privileged reside on an Earth-orbiting space
station named Elysium and the less fortunate live on the surface of the
blighted, overpopulated planet below, one man dares to defy the strict
anti-immigration laws that separate the two disparate worlds in order to
save all of mankind in this visceral sci-fi action thriller from District 9 director
Neill Blomkamp. The year is 2154, and the division between social classes
has grown wider than ever before. As the rich enjoy a life of luxury and
access to cutting-edge medical technology on Elysium, the rest of the
human race contend with poverty, crime, and disease on the surface of
planet Earth. Meanwhile, hard-line immigration laws ensure that only those
who have been explicitly approved will ever set foot on the elusive paradise
in the stars.36-year-old Max (Matt Damon) lives in an L.A. shantytown and
earns his living by working on an Armadyne assembly line. He's had a rough
past, but he's struggling to stay on the right side of the law when he realizes
that his only hope for survival after being exposed to deadly radiation is to
reach Elysium. Should Max succeed, he will strike a major blow for equality
in the eyes of his fellow surface dwellers; should he fail, it will mean certain
death. In his quest to become the hero who can restore the balance
between the rich and the poor, however, Max must first do battle with
Elysium's hawkish Secretary of Defense Delacourt (Jodie Foster), who has
devoted her entire career to maintaining that division, and whose key
enforcer Kruger (Sharlto Copley) is notorious for his brutal tactics in driving
out illegals. With the fates of millions hanging in the balance, Max sets his
sights on Elysium and never looks back. Alice Braga, Diego Luna, William
Fichtner, and Faran Tahir co-star. Sony
Don Jon Jon Martello (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) is a handsome, good
old-fashioned guy known as Don Jon for his ability to bed beautiful women
at will. But ironically, even the finest fling doesn't compare to the bliss Jon
finds alone-watching porn on his computer. Barbara Sugarman (Scarlett
Johansson) is a gorgeous, good old-fashioned girl raised on romantic
movies, and she's determined to find her Prince Charming. Wrestling with
expectations of the opposite sex, Jon and Barbara struggle against false
fantasies to find true intimacy in this unexpected comedy written and
directed by Joseph Gordon-Levitt. Fox
Percy Jackson Sea of Monsters The magical, mythical adventures of
teenager Percy Jackson - son of the Greek god Poseidon - continue in this
heroic, action-packed thrill ride! Out to prove he's not just a "one-quest
wonder," Percy and his demigod friends embark on an epic, cross-country
journey into the treacherous Sea of Monsters, where they battle terrifying
creatures, an army of zombies, and the ultimate evil. With time running out,
Percy must find and bring home the fabled Golden Fleece, which has the
power to save his world... and save us all! Features the voices of Logan
Lerman, Alexandra Daddario, Brandon T. Jackson, Nathan Fillion. Fox
When Calls the Heart is the story of Elizabeth Thatcher a young teacher
accustomed to her high society life, who receives her first classroom post in
a prairie town in the Western Frontier lead by headstrong coalminer widows
Abigail and Frances. She is determined to prove to her family that she is
brave enough to live on her own, but struggles with her own fears and
doubts. When she discovers her late Aunt Elizabeth's secret diary, Elizabeth
learns she was a pioneer woman herself, a teacher in the frontier who
struggled with prairie life and fell in love with a Royal Canadian Mountie.
Stars Maggie Grace, Stephen Amell, Lori Laughlin, Jean Smart. Millennium
Entertainment
Four Six female martial artists, led by Penglai expert Ji Yaohua (Jiang Yiyan),
report for duty to Department Six, a powerful state security organisation run
by Lord Liu (Cheng Taishen). Yaohua and her group are assigned to Fourth
Constable Han Long (Michael Tong) for a case involving a coin cast stolen
from the Imperial Mint by Jia San (Tenky Tin). They surround Drunken Moon
Inn where Jia San is arriving to sell the cast; but many other interested
parties are also there that night and in the fighting and confusion Jia San
escapes. Stars Chao Deng, Yifei Liu, Ronald Cheng. Well Go
A Single Shot Destitute hunter John Moon (Sam Rockwell) finds himself on
the run from some very bad people after accidentally shooting a young
female drifter in the backwoods, and laying claim to the massive amount of
money she'd been secretly carrying. At first Sam believes the cash windfall
will help smooth over relations with his estranged wife and their young son,
but the increasingly tormented hunter becomes the game as he attempts to
cover up any evidence of his involvement in the tragic crime. William H.
Macy and Jeffrey Wright co-star in this moody morality play directed by
David M. Rosenthal, and based on the novel by author Matthew F. Jones
(who also penned the screenplay). Well Go

